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Quantum Excitement
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Quantum Excitement Has Reached the U.S. Congress

June 8, 2018
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A Quantum Take on Quantum Computing
Feynman was one of the originators of the idea…

Trying to find a computer simulation of physics seems
to me to be an excellent program to follow out
...
the real use of it would be with quantum mechanics
...
Nature isn’t classical . . . and if you want to make a
simulation of Nature, you’d better make it quantum
mechanical, and by golly it’s a wonderful problem,
because it doesn’t look so easy.
—1981
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Overview
• This is the first of two talks introducing quantum computing and quantum
information science
– There will be subsequent lectures with a hands-on introduction to quantum simulators and
more general quantum topics

• My goal: give you enough of an orientation so that you can go off and learn things
on your own
– Actually understand a little
– Get some idea what there is to know

• Today:
– Introduction to quantum information
– Topics in quantum science
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Classical Information
• Consider a classical system of two-state components

b1

b2

b3

…

bn

• Digital computers manipulate a large number of two-state components
– In order to show us videos of cats doing adorable things
– Among others

• My laptop has 234 such bits (16 GB)
• Oak Ridge’s Summit, the world’s largest supercomputer, has >253 such bits
[>10(8)TB]
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Quantum Information
• Consider a system of n quantum 2-state systems

The wave function for the system has 2n coefficients a1 … ak where k = 2n
– Yes, one of them is fixed by normalization

| i = a1 |0 . . . 00i + a2 |0 . . . 01i + a3 |0 . . . 10i + . . . + ak |1 . . . 11i

• A 50-qubit holds as much information as a supercomputer
• A 70-qubit system holds a million times more information than a supercomputer
– …but only in a very different way
8
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Where the Excitement Started
• Peter Shor: A general-purpose quantum
computer could be used to efficiently factor
large numbers
– Shor’s Algorithm (1994)
– Resource estimates from LA-UR-97-4986
“Cryptography, Quantum Computation and
Trapped Ions,” Richard J. Hughes (1997)
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n.b. This is an old estimate;
improvements have been made
in the meantime.

Theoretical Computer Science
• Classical Computing
– “Easy” problems can be solved in “polynomial
time” (P)
– “Hard” problems require “nondeterministic
polynomial time” (NP)
• Proving P ≠ NP is a great unsolved problem in
computer science

• Quantum Computing
– Some problems are easy in quantum computing,
but hard in classical computing
– Some problems appear to be hard either way
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?
P≠NP
hard
quantumly easy
classically
easy

P vs. NP
• Wolfram MathWorld on P:
– An algorithm is said to be solvable in polynomial time if the number of steps required to
complete the algorithm for a given input is O(n^k) for some nonnegative integer k, where n
is the complexity of the input. Polynomial-time algorithms are said to be "fast." Most
familiar mathematical operations such as addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division,
as well as computing square roots, powers, and logarithms, can be performed in
polynomial time. Computing the digits of most interesting mathematical constants,
including pi and e, can also be done in polynomial time.

• Wolfram MathWorld on NP:
– A problem is assigned to the NP (nondeterministic polynomial time) class if it is solvable in
polynomial time by a nondeterministic Turing machine.
– A problem is said to be NP-hard if an algorithm for solving it can be translated into one for
solving any other NP-problem. It is much easier to show that a problem is NP than to show
that it is NP-hard. A problem which is both NP and NP-hard is called an NP-complete
problem.
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Complexity of Factorization
• Factorization on classical computers is known to be NP, but it is not known If it is
NP-hard
• Best known algorithm is the general number field sieve (GNFS) algorithm:

• for b bits. Shor’s algorithm:

• putting it in the complexity class BQP. (Almost) exponentially faster than GNFS
– Bounded-error quantum polynomial time (BQP) is the class of decision problems solvable
by a quantum computer in polynomial time, with an error probability of at most 1/3 for all
instances
12
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What to Take Away About Complexity and Factorization
• Computational complexity is a field unto itself
– P problems are “easy”
– NP problems are “hard”
• Multiple versions of NP

• There exists at least one problem that is “easier” on quantum computers than
classical computers
– BQP problems are solvable in polynomial time on quantum computers

• There is no reason to think that everything that is hard classically is easy
quantumly
• Factorization was the first compelling quantum algorithm
– Relevant for security
– Not going to happen any time soon
– Not the driving force behind most quantum work today
13
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Quantum Science
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Research in Quantum Science
• First and foremost, this is a field of active research
• Many loosely-related topics of research
– Quantum Information and Complexity
• In HEP, theoretical investigations of information in black holes and quantum gravity

– Quantum Computing
• Can we build devices capable of performing useful computations utilizing quantum
information?
– Many challenges

– Quantum Sensors
• Technology for highly sensitive experiments
• Heard last week “If you build a bad qubit, it could still be a great quantum sensor”

– Quantum Networking
• Science and security

• I will focus on the Quantum Computing aspect of Quantum Science
15
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Quantum Computing
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Gate-based Quantum Computers
• There are multiple approaches to quantum computation
– Analog simulators
• What Feynman really had in mind

– Gate-based quantum computers, a.k.a. digital quantum computers

– I will focus on gate-based quantum computers
– Actual algorithms to be discussed in second lecture
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Quantum Computing and HEP
• Quantum Algorithms
– Shor’s Algorithm: factorization
•

Speedup: Superpolynomial

– Grover’s Algorithm: search
•

Speedup: Polynomial

– Many more available at the Quantum Algorithm Zoo
•

https://math.nist.gov/quantum/zoo/

• Quantum Applications
– Optimization
•
•
•

Area under active investigation in the quantum world
NP-hard problems
Quantum Approximate Optimization Algorithm (QAOA)
– Farhi, Goldstone and Gutmann

– Machine Learning
•
•

Computationally intensive
Also under active investigation in the quantum world

– Quantum Simulation
•

18

Good reason to believe that quantum systems should be well-suited to quantum computation
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Successful Quantum Simulation

• Quantum Chemistry has the first big successes in quantum
simulation.
• GitHub has a project for general simulations of interacting
fermions.
• However, interesting HEP systems, e.g., QCD, also require https://github.com/quantumlib/OpenFermion
boson-fermion interactions.
19
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Digital quantum computation of fermion-boson interacting systems
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2
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Current and Near-term Quantum Hardware

Qubit architecture
NMR

Ion trap

• Another approach:
Topological Qubits

NV center

– Currently being pursued by
Microsoft
• Not exclusively, though

Scientific Reports 4, 3589 (2014)

Sci. China Phys. Mech. Astron.
59:630302 (2016)

Linear optical

Quantum dot

Phys. Rev. B 86, 125204 (2012)

Superconducting

…
many
more

– Potential to avoid
decoherence problems
• Introduces other
complications

– Not yet demonstrated

4 Nature Nanotechnology
9, 981–985 (2014)
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Ann. Phys. (Berlin)
525, 6, 395–412 (2013)

Current Commercial Quantum Computing Efforts
• Many companies have announced that they have produced small quantum
computers in the 5-72 qubit range
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Google
IBM
Intel
Rigetti
IonQ
Other companies…
Academic efforts…
D-Wave
• Quantum Annealing machine, not a general quantum computer
– Subject of a much longer talk
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Counting Qubits is Only the Beginning
• The number of gates that can be applied
before losing quantum coherence is the
limiting factor for most applications
– Current estimates run few – thousand
– Not all gates are the same
• The real world is complicated

From the earlier factoring estimate
num
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• IBM has a paper proposing a definition of
“Quantum Volume”

• “Logical qubits” incorporating error
correction are the goal
– Everyone else seems to dislike the particular
definition
– The machines with the largest number of
qubits are unlikely to have the largest
quantum volume

24
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– Probably require ~1000 qubits per
logical qubit

• Minimum fidelity for constituent qubits
is the current goalpost

Quantum Supremacy
• The idea is to have a quantum computer perform a calculation that would be
impossible on any available classical computer
• Apply random set of gates to input
• Observe interference pattern in output
– Quantum!

• Perfect theory exercise: demonstrates principles, but has no practical value
whatsoever
• Google currently working on supremacy experiment
– IBM recently raised the bar by developing more efficient classical calculation…
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Day One Summary
• Quantum Science is an area of active research
• Quantum information scales much more rapidly than classical information
• Early ideas about quantum algorithms have inspired scientific work with many
components
– Quantum devices for computation and sensing
– Analog quantum simulations (not discussed)
– Gate-based quantum computing algorithms

• Current hardware developments are promising, but limited
– Quantum supremacy has not yet been demonstrated
• But could be soon

• Detailed investigation of a simple gate-based quantum algorithm next time
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